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The E uropean automotiv e
industry approves its first
R FI D standard
The long awaited Odette LR01, the recommendation for the use of RFID on returnable transport items (RTIs) in the European automotive
industry, is in place at last.
It all began in 2006 when the members of Odette International, an organisation formed by the European automotive industry with a mandate to set the its standards for
e-business communications, engineering data exchange
and logistics management, came to the conclusion that
the emerging EPCGlobal UHF RFID standards were insufficient for the majority of its members. The main reasons
being that the EPCGlobal GRAI and SGTIN tag data fields,
intended for article numbers (the Asset Type and Item Reference respectively), are limited to 7 decimal digits.
In the automotive industry, article number schemes are
typically very well structured, albeit not using the allocated number space very efficiently, i.e. long. Secondly,
article numbers based on combinations of digits and letters
are more common than not and finally - it was deemed
extremely important to be able to store information beyond

manufacturer, article number and serial number. Hence a
scheme had to be developed for managing data not only
in memory bank 01B, but also in memory bank 11B of the
selected UHF RFID tags. All this of course assumed standardized, low cost, tags compliant with ISO/IEC 18000-6C,
a.k.a UHF Class 1 Gen 2.
In summary - the members of the automotive industry
were not prepared to change their article number schemes,
partly for cost reasons, and therefore decided to produce a
set of standards fulfilling the auto industry’s specific needs.
Odette Sweden was given a spearhead role for the development of new standard proposals, in the beginning of
2008. In March one such proposal was accepted as the
basis for a scaled up effort. The task was initially to come
up with a standard for RTIs, but possible to extend to other
areas, based on the following assumptions:
• It shall be easy to guarantee that all tags programmed
in different locations will be globally unique.
• It shall be able to co-exist with the EPCGlobal standards, and not be as complex as some ISO standards.
>>
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Very fast reading of the most
important data.
A tag should contain enough information such that one does not
have to rely on a factory network
that may break, in order to run
production based on tag data.
It must be possible to use commercially available “standard”
tags
It must be possible to implement
reader/programming systems

•

•
•

Bulk Containers come in various
sizes ranging from 32x30 to 45x48
up to 90x48.
As a high dollar item, bulk containers ship various parts ranging
from metal stampings to steering
wheels.

with C.O.T.S equipment.
The new standard should build
on used existing ones, and particularly on the framework from
VDA (Verband der Automobilindustrie).
Backward user data compatibility
with existing barcode schemes
must be guaranteed.
Minimum reading distances
were initially discussed, but later
dropped.
>>
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In order to verify the very crude initial
proposal, VW checked it with some
of their subcontractors which gave a
go ahead. In April 2008 a core team
constituting Sten Lindgren, Managing
Director of Odette Sweden, Bob Van
Broeckhoven, ICT-manager at Volvo
Logistics and Olle Hydbom, at that
time with RFID Constructors, currently
at AutoIDExpert Scandinavia, was
activated. A larger reference group
consisting of some of the most influential companies in the European automotive industry (such as VW, Volvo,
Daimler, Ford, PSA, Renault, Geodis,
etc.) was also put in place.
A demonstrator system was built to
verify our ideas. This system was also
used to exemplify our ideas on the
global scale for the American and
Japanese auto industry.
Suffice to say that the first standard
in a set of three is now approved and
published. A standard for Vehicle
Identification Numbers (VINs) was
recently approved but has not yet
been published, and a standard for
parts marking is in the final formatting
stage.

All in all - this means that the automotive industry now has an almost
complete set of standards for putting
RFID to use for the purpose of improving the logistics as well as providing
traceability of cars and its constituent
components. The latter is assumed to
be able to reduce cost for repairs, particularly in conjunction with recalls.
At the time of this writing, work is
going on to further assure harmonization with the JAIF (Joint Auto Industry
Forum) proposals for the use of RFID
on RTIs. JAIF is a global automotive
industry organization.
For more information on the actual
content of the standard(s) - please
contact Odette International or your
local Odette office.
Credits;
To RFID Nordic for providing funds for
my travelling to the initial meeting in
March 2008;
To NGIL (The Next Generation Innovative Logistics centre of excellence

at Lund University) for providing the
funds for developing a fully fledged
demonstrator for programming and
reading tags, using one of the early
proposed tag data schemes.
The contents and impact of this new
standard will be one of the topics at
the conference “The use of RFID in
industry and logistics”. This event is
organized by Odette, and takes place
22nd of April in Gothenburg. For more
information contact Odette Sweden AB.
Lund, February 2010

For further information please contact:
Olle Hydbom
Managing Director
AutoIDExpert Scandinavia
olle.hydbom@autoidexpert.se
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The Nominated to

The European
Golden Tag
Award
France:
RFID system to be integrated into a new type of portable
precision drilling machine. At Cooper Power Tools SAS, Jerome Galand
Cooper Power Tools SAS/Recoules and Bob Forslund AMC
UK:
Landinglights for Airports, Alan Jones
Sweden:
RFID system to facilitate the sorting of various steel supports
after they have been returned from customers. Ronny Gustavsson Volvo IT
AB and Bob Forslund AMC
Germany:
RFID system to monitor the preparation of various silicon
recipies in order to avoid mix-ups in the production line. At Lufenberg.
Jörg Soding B. Laufenberg Papierveredlung and Bob Forslund AMC
Sweden:
24 HOURS SELF PAYMENT MOBILE SYSTEM, Christer Eriksson ESCS
UK:
U-Track Underground Asset revolution, Alan Jones
The Winner of The European Golden Tag Award will be presented
at 26 of May in Malmö, Sweden
at The Distribution, Logistic and Support Chain Exhibition.
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A Case for Books
and RFID
Centraal Boekhuis in Culemborg, The Netherlands, has
been the logistics partner in
the Dutch book trade for more
than 135 years, assuming a key
position by bridging the publisher with book stores. Currently,
during stocking at Centraal
Boekhuis, the books are identified with a label printed and
applied by Logopak 906 II TB
labelling systems. This lift-label
contains a bar code for the
sorter, the price and additional information for use by the
customer and the book stores.
Logopak was approached by Centraal
Boekhuis to meet their requirement
of accurately printing and applying a
label with an EPC Class 1 Generation
2 RFID tag, at a rate of 60 books per
minute, inclusive of data verification.
Additional requirements included a
special data format, as well as an inmachine logfile creation.
After a visit of an engineering team
on-site, Logopak came up with a
solution and with the help of Centraal Boekhuis built a mock-up of the
production line at the headquarters
outside Hamburg. “It was a very interesting experience”, says Lars Thuring, Managing Director of Logopak
Systems AB, Sweden, “as all involved
were working close together to specify
and test the system.”. About 7000
RFID Tags later the system was successfully demonstrated and a decision
for the next step, a field-test in the
Netherlands was made.
Labels are printed in real-time and applied at a rate of 60 books per minute.
Labels are accurately applied utilising

a telescoping applicator with blow-on
technology without slowing the books
through the sorting process. Accommodation for varying book heights of
up to 80mm is incorporated into the

of SELEXYZ stores. From the onset it
has been apparent that automated
print and apply RFID labelling would
ultimately need to be implemented in
order to satisfy the growing number of

Logopak labelling solution.
Centraal Boekhuis has successfully
run its six sorter lines utilising the
reliable and robust Logopak 906-II TB
print and apply labelling system since
2003. In addition to the six Logopak
machines, five other Logopak systems
are in use at Centraal Boekhuis for
mail order labelling
One of Centraal Boekhuis’ most
important customers is the book trade
group BGN (Boek Handelsgroep
Nederland), which is comprised of 42
stores including SELEXYZ stores. In
2006 BGN opened its first store utilising RFID-based technology in their
logistics supply chain. Smartstore Selexyz Scheltema is located in Almere,
The Netherlands. The RFID labels are
manually applied to the books, which
proves to be very labour-intensive
and is only feasible in a small number

books requiring the RFID tag.
The field-test was held early in the
2008 with the RFID-enabled prototype
replacing one of the Logopak 906-II
labellers used normally. Two complete
production runs were defined and
executed, involving personnel, ITsystems, several thousand books and
detailed test and verification process.
“The results were above expectations
and the next full-time RFID print-andapply systems from Logopak have
been installed with more to follow.”
For further information please contact:
Lars Thuring +46 709 67 84 70
Email: LThuring@Logopak.se
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Nordic ID Morphic RFID

- an item level
revolution in a
small package
- Nordic ID – one of the manufacturers of handheld computers
and terminals for professional use - presents a Morphic with an
UHF RFID reader. Nordic ID Morphic is a mobile computer for
data collection and voice communication purposes, which offers
a full range of functionalities in a small and ergonomic package.

” With the addition of the Morphic RFID the retail environment
has a champion performer that optimizes intuitive use and
small size while providing robust features offering fast track to
productivity and quick ROI.. Until now the smart RFID readers
have been bulky, large, heavy and expensive devices.,
says Jorma Lalla, CEO of Nordic ID
Nordic ID Morphic RFID offers EPC
G2 UHF RFID reader in a compact
and cost efficient form. The RFID
reader offers an output power of a
100mW enabling it to read tags from
a distance up to 70cm.
Nordic ID Morphic is a Windows™
CE 6.0 based computer with 256Mb
RAM and 128MB Flash memory and
SD card slot. It offers a full range of
wireless communication options such
as CCX4 approved WLAN/WWAN,
Bluetooth and GPRS/Edge. In addition

to RFID, a laser scanner or 2D imager
is available. Furthermore Nordic ID
Morphic offers GSM phone option.
The offered functionalities make
Nordic ID Morphic UHF RFID an allaround tool for professional use inside
and out from four walls.
For further information please contact:
Jorma Lalla, CEO
Tel. +358 400 525 986
jorma.lalla@nordicid.com
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TNT Express Deploys AeroScout’s
Logistics Visibility Solution

to Improve Operations
Across 200 Depots in
29 Countries
AeroScout, a provider of Unified Asset Visibility for improving operational efficiency, today announced the deployment
of its Logistics Visibility solution at TNT Express, the European market leader in express
delivery. TNT Express leveraged
its existing wireless network to
implement AeroScout’s Wi-Fi
RFID (radio-frequency identification) solution for automating
inventory management, without needing to add a proprietary RFID network.
The solution improves operations and
prevents delivery delays by optimizing
the inventory management of 16,000
assets across 200 depots in 29 European countries.
TNT Express, a division of TNT N.V., is
among the four largest express integrators in the world, providing businesses
and consumers with an extensive
range of express delivery services.
Based in the Netherlands, TNT N.V.
employs more than 150,000 people
and operates over 40 aircraft and
30,000 vehicles. The company delivers value to its clients by providing the
most reliable and efficient solutions
through delivery networks, and it continually works to optimize its network
performance.

TNT Express deployed AeroScout’s Logistics RTLS (real-time location system)
to automate the inventory management of its roll cages, which are metal
carriers used to transport parcels
between depots across the company’s
extensive European road network.
AeroScout’s Wi-Fi Tags are attached to
each roll cage, and AeroScout’s MobileView software enables the tracking
and management of the carriers and
parcels.
The solution eliminates the need to
manually track and scan each roll
cage to determine the inventory
of cages at each depot. This drives
improved asset utilization, decreases
cage replacement costs and reduces
delivery delays.
“With real-time visibility of our assets
we’re able to maximize efficiencies
across the board,” said Ben Klaassen,
Managing Director at TNT Express
Worldwide Networks.
“The AeroScout solution eliminates
almost completely the manual inventory
scanning of roll cages and empowers us
to make quicker and better decisions.”
TNT Express uses AeroScout’s MobileView software to centrally manage
16,000 roll cages across the continent.
Using the sophisticated searching,
alerting and reporting capabilities of
MobileView, users are able to determine the real-time location of assets

and optimize their use. MobileView
also generates alerts for surpluses and
shortages of cages at depots. With the
AeroScout solution, TNT Express has
complete control of its roll cage inventory and a full audit trail of activity.
The solution includes AeroScout’s T2EB Industrial Tags, which are designed
specifically for use in harsh, highvibration environments. In addition,
since AeroScout’s solution everages
the customer’s existing Cisco Unified Wireless Network, TNT Express
eliminated the need to deploy and
maintain additional wireless networks
at its offices and depots.
“The AeroScout implementation fits
in well with our overall RFID strategy
and our desire to maximize existing
technology investments where possible,” said Dennis Beard, Chief Technology Officer at TNT Express ICS.
“With no additional reader or network
infrastructure required, we were able
to minimize the time to market.”
“TNT Express was able to leverage its
existing, standard Wi-Fi network to
reduce operational costs, increase productivity and prevent delivery delays,”
said Gabi Daniely, Vice President of
Marketing and Product Strategy at
AeroScout. “The deployment is also a
perfect example of the scalability of
our solutions for our logistics customers that manage a large amount of
assets and inventory across numerous
distributed locations.”
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TagMaster Supplies
Equipment to Highspeed Metro in India
TagMaster, the leading producer of advanced RFID solutions
for rail applications, has supplied RFID equipment to Delhi
Airport Metro Express in India.
SIMEC, TagMaster’s distributor in Spain and Portugal, has
supplied the RFID system to
a Spanish train manufacturer,
who is delivering the trains to
India
In this project, the TagMaster HD
Readers will be mounted onboard
the trains and provide signals to the
onboard system which controls the
power switching functions on the
train at key points along the line. The
new 22.7 km of high speed metro rail
line will connect New Delhi Railway
Station and New Delhi International
Airport.

Richard Holt,
Director Transportation
at TagMaster AB

“This is our first
installation of
Transportation
products in
India and an
important step
in our ambitions for the
Indian market.

TagMaster Heavy Duty Reader

We have a number of ongoing discussions with system integrators in India
and we believe this strategic project
in Delhi will be one of many more to
come.” says Richard Holt, Director
Transportation at TagMaster AB.
“For many years, SIMEC has been supplying both Access and Transportation
business with solutions based on TagMaster’s high frequency RFID system.
This highly skilled, long-term partner
based in Spain has now enabled
TagMaster to win a prestige project in
India. I believe this is an excellent

example of the strength of TagMaster’s global, well-established partner
network.” says Christopher Grahn,
President & CEO, TagMaster AB
For more information, please contact:
Christopher Grahn, President & CEO,
TagMaster AB
Telephone: +46 8 632 1950
E-mail: christopher.grahn@tagmaster.com

About TagMaster
TagMaster is a Swedish technology company founded 1994 with headquarters in
Kista (Stockholm), Sweden. TagMaster designs and markets advanced long-range
radio frequency identification (RFID) systems and information services associated
with automatic vehicle identification, rail bound transportations and people access,
in order to increase efficiency, security, convenience and to decrease environmental impact. TagMaster exports mainly to Europe, Asia and North America via
global network of partners, systems integrators and distributors. TagMaster shares
are traded on First North in Stockholm, Sweden. TagMaster’s Certified Adviser is
Remium AB. www.tagmaster.com
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RFID implementation delivers

major savings
for leading stainless
steel profile
manufacturer Viraj Profiles Ltd
India based Viraj Profiles Ltd., a
globally leading manufacturer
of stainless steel profiles, has
successfully streamlined its
logistical operations with an
RFID technology implementation. With exports to more than
80 countries from multiple
manufacturing facilities and
warehouses, logistic efficiency
is crucial.
Viraj Profiles Ltd. set several goals for
its RFID implementation. These
included gaining precise real-time
location data for all steel profile
bundles, fast and accurate bundle
retrieval, preventing expensive erroneous shipments, faster inventory and reduced labour costs. By implementing
an RFID solution from Vicinity RFID
Solutions into its operations – with
UPM Raflatac ShortDipole UHF tags
and Psion Teklogix UHF Handheld
Readers – the company achieved all
its objectives as well as a return on
investment in just six months.
The large steel profiles are packed in
heavy bundles weighing some half a
tonne each. The bundles were previously marked with a hand-written
code andrandomly placed in stacks in
the warehouse surroundings, depending on the available space. Finding the
right bundles for each shipment took a
lot of time and effort and was logistically challenging.

As the first step to resolve the issue,
Viraj Profiles Ltd. divided each of
its locations into individually tagged
zones. Next they started tagging
each bundle with UPM Raflatac RFID
tags with a serial number printed on
the surface for visual identification.
Data concerning the bundle and
location tags is now easily readable
with Psion Teklogix’s Workabout Pro
handheld RFID readers.
For a quick inventory of the whole
warehouse, location tag data from
each
zone is combined with data from the
bundle tags in that zone. The data is
then stored on a server when the
handheld readers are docked to a
computer, minimizing the chance of
human error and providing a 99%

numbers for the bundles, accelerating accurate shipments and providing
electronic proof of dispatch.
In fact, Viraj Profiles Ltd. reports a
respectable 20% increase in
dispatches.
For further information, please contact:
Mr Edward Lu, Sales and Marketing
Director, Asia, RFID, UPM Raflatac,
tel.
+65 9173 0884
Mr Vikas Modi, Director, Vicinity RFID
Solutions Pvt. Ltd. India, tel. +91
9320068035 / 9821221978
Mr Nitan Chhatwal, Managing Director,
Viraj Profiles Ltd. India,
tel. +91
2525 279702

In fact, Viraj Profiles Ltd.
reports a respectable 20%
increase in dispatches.
inventory visibility. All this takes about
an hour instead of the 12 hours it used
to take before the RFID implementation.
Packing lists provided by the company’s SAP system now also include
up-to-date location details and serial
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MAPPING OUT THE ROUTE TO AN INTERNET OF THINGS :

Europe should lead drive
for international co-operation,
says CASAGRAS report
A massive increase in international co-operation and
significant investment in awareness-building and training are
essential if the concept of an
Internet of Things (IoT) is to be
turned into a meaningful reality, says a European Union-funded project in its final report,
“RFID and the Inclusive Model
for the Internet of Things.”
Partners in the Framework 7 CASAGRAS project also urge that European
Centres for the IoT and automatic
identification and data capture should
be established to help business grasp
the opportunities they offer.
Delegates from 19 countries attended
the project’s final conference in London where eight key recommendations were made. These, it was said,
would help ensure an ordered development of the IoT on a global basis
with maximum business and social
benefits.
Ian G. Smith of AIM UK, co-ordinator
of CASAGRAS, said : “Our project
work has proved without doubt that
there is the need and will for international co-operation. China, Japan,
Korea and the USA are on board.
Europe has taken the lead and now
needs to drive the initiative as a truly
global partnership.”
In addition, said Smith, it had also
been shown that governments, industry and business lacked awareness of
the IoT and of what it offered. “Awareness and education programmes are
key requirements in creating a better
understanding of the potential and

benefits and these programmes should
be especially directed at the SME
community.”
The report’s eight main
recommendations are:
1. The establishment of an overarching, internationally-partnered
organisational platform to help
steer the IoT development. These
partners should represent a cross
section of interest including governmental and standards agencies,
industry, business and academe.
2. The development and delivery of
a strategic migration plan for developing an IoT from a minimalist
model to a more inclusive model,
including identity management
and resolver techniques.
3. The development of a universal
or federated data capture appliance protocol to accommodate
migratory inclusion of objectconnectable technologies.
4. The development of an architectural platform for supporting and
demonstrating IoT application
and services, and for addressing
problems associated with IoT development, possibly based upon
the establishment of a generic
top-level Internet domain.
5. The development of the rules of
governance of the IoT with attention to social and economic issues
including privacy and security.
6. The initiation of application and
service pilot studies and demonstrators, particularly with respect
to pathway process applications
exploiting extended process
functionality and scalable sensornetwork applications.
7. International co-operation on pilot
developments and promotional
initiatives directed at enhancing

inclusion of national bodies in cooperative developments.
8. The establishment and pursuance of a strategic research and
development roadmap for IoT
development, drawing upon the
findings of the CERP-IoT group
report, Internet of Things Strategic
Research Roadmap (2009).
In addition, the CASAGRAS
partners also identified a
need to :
•
•
•
•

Agree a definition of the Internet
of Things that can be used as a
popular point of reference.
Reduce the number of overlapping and potentially conflicting
projects.
Undertake major education, training and awareness programmes to
explain the IoT.
Set up key European centres or
academies for AIDC and the IoT.

Ian Smith added: “Extending the
number of international partners and
gaining agreement on the structural,
governance and foundational features
will help to better define and accommodate the developments on the IoT.”
Printed copies of the CASAGRAS
Project Report are available free by
emailing andrewc@aimuk.org or
download the pdf at www.rfidglobal.eu
Media enquiries :
Ian G. Smith or Andrew Callaway
ian.smith@aidcglobal.
eu andrewc@aimuk.org
Tel. + 44 (0) 1422
368368
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UPM Raflatac ShortDipole

meets requirements
set by IATA
UPM Raflatac is among three
RFID inlay suppliers to meet
the operational requirements
of an airline baggage tagging
tender by the International Air
Transport Association (IATA).
IATA has tested an extensive number
of RFID inlays to identify products
with optimal performance. UPM Raflatac’s ShortDipole inlay carrying an
Impinj Monza 3 chip was put through
processes typical to the airline
industry including baggage sorting,
reconciliation and check-in. All tests
were carried out at real sites using
existing RFID infrastructure including
readers and printers. UPM Raflatac’s
ShortDipole inlay delivered excellent
performance in all tested areas.
The ShortDipole inlay is already successfully deployed as part of a new
RFID-based baggage handling system
(BHS) at Portugal’s Lisbon Airport. The
Airport reports that the RFID system
reduces the average time to process a
transfer bag by at least 66% and baggage-handling errors by as much as 50%.
The system used at Lisbon Airport is
among the world’s first to totally
abandon the bar-code system and rely on
RFID technology to track transfer
bags.
RFID technology offers significant
benefits not only to airports and
airlines but for passengers as well.
RFID technology enables real-time
tracking to enhance luggage security
and reduces the time spent locating
any misplaced luggage. RFID also improves customer loyalty by minimizing
the number of customers suffering any
inconvenience.

Unlike bar-coded labels which require
a direct line of sight, RFID tags can
be read from a distance and at an angle. They carry more information and
provide better accuracy. RFID tags
yield read rates of up to 97% while
the average bar code read-rate stands
at just 80%.

UPM Raflatac’s ShortDipole inlay has
been widely adopted by end-users in
logistics applications. Delivered in
high volumes since its release, the
Short Dipole is a short pitch based
standard RFID inlay which enables
cost-effective baggage tags for airline
companies.

“IATA’s qualification is yet another
result born from our long-term
commitment to the baggage tagging
segment. UPM Raflatac is dedicated to
this business area through its converting partners and in close cooperation
with major RFID infrastructure providers and systems integrators,” says
Mikko Nikkanen, Business Development Director, UPM Raflatac, RFID.

UPM Raflatac’s RFID Business Area
has factories on three continents
(Europe, North America, Asia). This
makes UPM Raflatac’s products available in large volumes for all airlines
globally.

“We’re currently finalizing our partner
alliance – a winning team capable
of responding to the airline industry’s
market requirements with high performance solutions at an affordable level.”

For more information, please contact:
Mr Mikko Nikkanen, Business D
evelopment Director, UPM Raflatac,
RFID,
tel. +1 828 275 5162
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Korean apparel company The Basic House

harnesses RFID to achieve
visibility through the
supply chain
Korean apparel company The
Basic House has implemented
an RFID solution using UPM
Raflatac DogBone RFID tags
to gain visibility into its supply
chain management and to
overcome a number of problems typical of the apparel
industry. Convinced of the advantages of RFID, the company
is strongly committed to the
technology: since implementing
RFID in its operations almost a
year ago, The Basic House has
developed equipment in-house
to directly resolve their logistic
challenges.
Communication with the reader is via
In the first phase, The Basic House developed equipment capable of encoding high volumes of RFID tags suitable
for their needs. Automatic inspection
and removal of tags with possible encoding faults has enabled The Basic
House to substantially speed up its
processes and introduced a new level
of accuracy.
As individually tagged garments are
often transported in boxes containing
multiple items, The Basic House developed a shielded gate to ensure
accurate readings at the warehousing
and delivery stages. Since identifica-

“The Basic House is an excellent example
of how an innovatively designed RFID
solution in the apparel industry can bring
near 100% reliability in a challenging
logistics environment,” says Edward Lu.

tion is not dependent on the tags’
orientation inside the boxes, the solution is fast and reliable. Furthermore,
the shielded gate is not confused by
tags in other boxes nearby, a typical
problem in warehouse
surroundings.
By combining the performance and
reliability of UPM Raflatac DogBone
RFID tags with tailor-made solutions
and equipment, The Basic House has
achieved easy access to real-time, reliable product data. The results include
reduced labour costs in warehousing,
distribution and at the point-of-sale,
opportunities for fast inventory, major
improvements in forecasting and
planning, reduced out-of-stock situations and improved customer service.
Crucial to the apparel industry, the
Basic House now also has the ability
to react quickly to customers’ needs
and forthcoming trends.

“The Basic House is an excellent
example of how an innovatively
designed RFID solution in the apparel industry can bring near 100%
reliability in a challenging logistics
environment,” says Edward Lu, Sales
and Marketing Director, Asia, RFID,
UPM Raflatac

For further information, please contact:
Mr Edward Lu, Sales and Marketing
Director, Asia, RFID, UPM Raflatac,
tel.+65 9173 0884
Mr Daan Jang, General Manager,
The Basic House, tel. +82 2 2140 1050
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UPM Raflatac and Marnlen RFiD

create customized RFID
inventory inspection
and validation tagging solution for
Bairstow Lifting Products
Bairstow Lifting Products Co.,
Inc., a leader in fabricating
and distributing custom rigging
supplies and fall protection
solutions, has implemented an
innovative RFID inventory
inspection and certification
tagging solution designed by
UPM Raflatac and Marnlen
RFiD. The solution equips Bairstow with two cost-effective,
durable RFID applications for
metal and non-metal products
that can be integrated into the
company’s existing tagging system, reducing the cost and
complexity of offering RFIDtagged goods as a value-added
service to its customers.
Plandent’s system is based on RFID
tagged consumable boxes used in the
supply store rooms of dental practices.
Nurses show emptied boxes to an
RFID reader that immediately sends
replenishment orders for that material
to Plandent. Vilant System’s RFID software forwards the order information
to Plandent’s ERP system. The software
monitors the read points and takes
care that no orders are lost or delayed.
The fast and accurate replenishment
rhythm avoids over stocking and
thus improves inventory cycle times.
Order automation helps in preventing

material shortages. The orders are sent
immediately and there is no possibility
of entering wrong material codes or
quantities. What is even more important, the system reduces staff’s time
used in the administrative work and
thus releases more time for the
essential clinical work.

instantly. Customer feedback has been
excellent and we are continuing the
system roll out.”
The Plandent system is based on Vilant
Server 5 –RFID software products and
Vilant RFID eKanban readers. UHF
inlays are supplied by UPM Raflatac.

“The implementation was fast and the
system is reliable and easy to use. The
system’s benefits in reducing administrative
work show instantly. Customer feedback
has been excellent and we are continuing
the system roll out.”
Vilant has previously implemented
similar systems to industrial supply
chains and material handling
processes. This is the first time UHF
RFID technology is implemented in
this manner for managing customer
supply stock in the health sector. The
efficiency benefits introduced by automation and the decrease of manual
errors in the replenishment process
are equal for both application areas.

For further information, please contact:
Mr Jan Svoboda, Sales and Marketing
Director, Americas, RFID, UPM Raflatac,
tel. +1 805 312 4679
Mr Carey Hanson, Sales Manager,
Bairstow Lifting Products Co., Inc.,
tel.+1 404 351 2600
Mr Rod Coward, Manager, New Product
Development, Marnlen RFiD,
tel. +1 800
387 4215, ext. 644

Markus Kühn, Director at Plandent, is
satisfied with the system implemented
by Vilant Systems: “The implementation was fast and the system is reliable
and easy to use. The system’s benefits
in reducing administrative work show
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Adage delivers
RFID systems to Elmers and
Motala Municipality
The system is both RFID readers and software that integrates
with EDP-mobile.
The system will be used for
waste collection in Motala Municipality and will be delivered
gradually during spring 2010.

Elmers is responsible for mobile PC
and mounting.
Adage is responsible for the RFID
reader and the integrated software that
communicates with the RFID readers
on the truck and also with the EDPmobile.

Adage are very happy for this order,
and this means that anyone with
EDP-mobile and wants to replace their
RFID readers to Adage unique RFID
readers can now do so in a cost effective manner.
For further information, please contact:
anders.hermanson@adage.se
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Björn Kvarnström

from Luleå Universtity of Technology

won The RFID NORDIC
Scholarship 2009

The Prize ( 20 000 SEK ) was handed over at the Technical Fair in Stockholm at the RFID EXPO
by the Chairman of the jury Olle Hydbom from RFID-Expert.

Here follows the motivation:
” Björn Kvarnström, Ph.D. student at the Luleå Technical
University, has managed show in theory as well as in real
life, that RFID technology may be used to create virtual
batch labels (using standard tags in a special casing) for
continuous production processes of iron ore pellets. These
virtual batch labels are primarily used for batch traceability,
which significantly increases the possibility to control the
production process and thereby obtaining potentially very
large cost reductions.

He has furthermore managed to do this with COTS RFID
system components in an environment that until now has
been viewed as extremely hostile to RFID due to high
physical pressures, high temperatures and the very high
iron content in the labeled ore pellets flow. “
For further information:
Charman of the Jury Olle Hydbom
+46 705 28 47 50
rfid_expert@telia.com
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Born originals,
how comes it to pass,
that we die copiers?

Edward Young, Conjunctures on original composition, 1759
In the RFID world there is no original knowhow that can be used by the average man!
We copy what we have heard from those how dont know,
because we do not have knowledge enough to critically
examine the context!
The solution is a superior and easy to understand educational program that:
1. In web based performance give the basic outlines of
things – not by technical skilled engineers – rather in
popular films showing the good and the bad outcome
of RFID usage.
2. The next level of education is to lift up the average
man to a basic level of understanding the nature of
RFID. To the high needed to support and use the beneficial part of the RFID capability.
3. The next level is the internet of things – something that
will give beneficial and well being possibility – when
RFID is in practical use, this is something positive and

easy to apply – in different environmental areas.
4. The next level is for the SME;s that need to move
forward to a better understanding of the RFID technology that will give them – better logistic and security
systems in there current business.
5. Next level – on the road to top RFID implementation
and usage – this will give all users, and the developers,
a common language and a practical level for middleware’s that helps both sides to benefit from RFID, in
practical system integration.
6. Top Level - the expertise will learn how to cope with
the regulation and the interactive feedback of installations - anything needed presented on a website /
interactive exhibition, this among others guidelines
is always at hand, when users and system integrators
needs information and guidelines.
7. A certificate of well done – and good contribution to
the continuation of RFID.
For furthet information and views
please contact: Lucas@retorium.com

Example

Group

Project How

Project Who Project Fear Project Good All for XX

Management

1

1

1

X

Economy

2

2

2

X

Market

5

3

10

X

Production

7

4

2

X

15

10

15

X

Basic know-how

About 10
weeks
About 15
weeks
About 20
weeks
When
needed
Know-how
in Total

Note that the time is the interactive average usage of the education system!
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Contact RFID Nordic organisation
C
Associated:
AMC
Bob Forslund
Lyckebo, 514 52 Långhem
Phone +46 325 406 40
Cell +46 70 289 11 42
bob@amc-hb.se
C
Associated:
AMD
Leif Nordlund
+46 73 625 40 61
C
ADAGE Solutions
Juha Rajala
Box 10021, 952 27 Kalix
Tel 0923 668 81
Fax 0923 668 88
Juha.rajala@adage.se
F
samarbete med:
AIM Denmark
Arne Rask, ordförande
ar@logisys.dk
samt
F
AIM Europe
milagros@aimglobal.org
C
AdhTech AB
Peter Nilsson
Box 22023
250 22 Helsingborg
Tel 042-25 60 21
Mail contact@adhtech.se
www.adhtech.se/
C
AUTOID EXPERT Scandinavia
Olle Hydbom
Lars Christers väg 1
224 78 Lund
Phone +46 730 80 34 00
olle.hydbom@autoidexpert.se
www.autoidexpert.se/com

Avd. för fastatillståndets
elektronik
I.Katardjiev,
Uppsala universitet
Box 534
75121 Uppsala
+46 18 47 17248
ilia.katardjiev@angstrom.uu.se
P
BEAB
Harri Vantaa
Box 943, 501 10 Borås
Phone +46 33 29 09 00
Harri.vantaa@beab.nu
C
BnearIT AB
Spantagatan 2
973 46 Luleå
+46 920 211 800
anders.hermansson@bnearit.se
C
CAPGEMINI
David Glans
Gustavslundsvägen 131, Box 825
161 24 Bromma
Mobil 0736 737355
david.glans@capgemini.se

C = Consultant

P = Producer

P
Civil ID Systems
Pierre Wincent
Box 933, 194 29 Upplands-Väsby
Tel +46 8 626 85 60
Pierre.wincent@civilidsystems.com

C
IDENTEC SOLUTIONS
Blekingegatan 3
554 48 Jönköping
Tel +46 36 13 50 80
Fax+ 46 36 13 51 80

C
CombiQ AB
Gjuterigatan 9 Science Park
553 18 Jönköping
Tel +46 705 74 04 72
torbjorn.birging@combiq.com

C
IDENTEC SOLUTIONS Norway
AS
(formerly Wtek AS)
Skarpengland
4715 ØVREBØ, Norway
Phone: +47 38 13 91 53
Fax: +47 38 13 96 91
Mobile: +47 951 16 047
E-Mail: mona@identecsolutions.no

P
Confidex Ltd
Torbjörn Andersson
Haarlankatu 1, 33230 Tampere, Finland
+46 768 530 130 (mobile)
+358 10 424 4100 (office)
Skype ID: lakselva
torbjorn.andersson@confidex.net
www.confidex.fi
P C
DataFångst Svenska AB
Brännögatan 9A, 211 24 Malmö
Lars Enoksson
Tel 040 630 10 16
Mobil +46 708 15 46 85
Lars.enkosson@datafangst.se
C
DATEMA
SolnaStrandväg 98
Mobil: 0730-93 52 01
Tel 08 517 150 86 (00 vx)
Fax 08 28 77 05
larry.nilsson@datema.se
I samarbete med:
F
Eforum i Standard
Postboks 242, 1326 Lysaker
Tel 67 83 86 93
post@eforum.no
C
Electrona-Sievert AB
Jonas Buskenström,
Gårdsvägen 4, 169 70 SOLNA
Tel 08 447 31 00
Jonas.buskenstrom@electrona.se
C
ESCS AB
christer@escs.se
Heberg117, 31196 Heberg
Besök Skreavägen 5
0346-13075. ,0705088403
www.escs.se
U
Handelsbanken
Henrik Sirborg
Tegeluddsvägen 31 115 82 Stockholm
Mobil 070 - 53 156 34
hesi02@handelsbanken.se
C
HENCOL
Henrik Östergren
Mosskroken 24
167 56 BROMMA
Tel +46 8 26 91 49
Cell +46 70 733 36 78
info@hencol.se
P
HP
Kent Roger Wistam
Gustav lll Boulevard 36, 169 85 SOLNA
Tel 08 524 910 00
kent-roger.wistam@hp.com

P
INTERMEC
Patrik Fredriksson
Vendevägen 85 B
182 91 Danderyd
Tel 08 622 06 53
patrik.fredriksson@intermec.com

Inst. för Designvetenskaper
Lunds Universitet
Daniel Hellström
Phone: +46 46 222 72 30
Cell: +46 730 560 580
Daniel.hellstrom@plog.lth.se
I samarbete med:
F
Kompetansenettverket
eforum
i Standard Norge
August Nilssen
Prosjektleder
Tlf dir: 67838689
Mobil: 90140566
http://www.eforum.no/
I samarbete med:
F
KTH Information and
Communcations
Technology
LI-Rong Zheng
Box Elctrum 229
164 40 Kista
+46 8 790 4104
lirong@imit.kth.se
C
LearningWell
Cylindervägen 18
Box 1113, 131 26 NACKA STRAND
+46 70 332 84 70
gunnar.ivansson@learningwell.se
P
Logopak Systems AB
Lilla Bommen 1
SE-411 04 Göteborg
Tel 0 31 - 700 12 30
mobile: 0709 - 67 84 70
fax: 031 - 15 12 01
mail: LThuring@Logopak.se
web: www.logopak.se
P
MECTEC Elektronik AB
Joachim Holgersson
Agnesfridsvägen 189
S-213 75 Malmö
Tel 040 689 25 01 (Direct)
Mobil 070 354 75 01 (Mobile)
Växel 040 689 25 00 (Switchboard)
Fax 040 689 25 25 (Fax)
joachim.holgersson@mectec.se
http://www.mectec.se

U= User

F = Federation

M=Media

M
MEDIAPLANET
Richard Ohlsson
Norrlandsgatan 22
111 43 Stockholm
Tel +46 8 545 953 00
richard.ohlsson@mediaplanet.com

Associated:
Björn Söderberg
Mobil 073 805 09 00
Bjorn.soderberg@kiwok.com
M
MENTOR ONLINE
Lars Nordmark
Tel 042 490 19 17
Fax 042 490 19 99
Mobil 0709 75 99 42
Mats.b@mentoronline.se
P
MOTOROLA Enterprise Mobility
Jonas Folkesson
Solna Strandväg 78, 171 26 Solna
+46 8 445 29 23
Mobil +46 733 35 29 23
Jonas.Folkesson@motorola.com
C
NIBLAEUS KONSULT AB
Gunnar Niblaeus
Banérgatan 29, 115 22 Stockholm
Cell +46 70 593 95 41
gunnar@niblaeus.se
P
NILÖRNGRUPPEN AB
Per Wagnås
Box 499, 503 13 Borås
Tel +46 33 700 88 53
Mobile +46 70 915 18 67
Per.wagnas@nilorn.com
M
nord-emballage
Bo Wallteg
Bankvägen 30
262 70 Stöveltorp
Tel 042/207166
Mobil 0703/207163
bo.wallteg@n-e.nu
P
NORDICID
Miia Kivela
Myllyojankatu 2A
24100 SALO, Finland
Tel +358 2 727 7700
miia.kivela@nordicid.com
mirva.saarijarvi@nordicid.com
P
OBERTHUR TECHNOLOGIES
Sweden AB
Torjörn Noré
Färögatan 7, 164 40 KISTA
Tel +46 8 658 75 00
t.noree@oberthurcs.com
I samarbete med:
F
ODETTE
Sten Lindgren
Karlavägen 14, Stockholm
Tel +46 8 700 41 20
Sten.lindgren@odette.se

>>
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I samarbete med:
F
www.moreRFID.com

P
OPTICON
Henrik Sittkoff
Spjutvägen 5, Hus C
175 61 Järfälla
Tel +46 8 585 485 60
henrik@opticon-sensors.se

C
RFID Constructors
Niklas Hild
Scheelevägen 19A, 223 70 LUND
Tel +46 46 286 30 61
Mobile +46 709 98 13 70
Mail/Skype niklas.hild@rfidconstructors.
com
www.rfidconstructors.com

C
OPTIDEV
Johan Malm
Gullbergs Strandgata 36 D
411 04 Göteborg
Tel +46 31 80 93 80
Johan.malm@optidev.se

Associated member:
Retorium
Box 23, 182 11 Danderyd
Lucas Åhlström
Mobil 070 182 15 00
Mail: lucas@retorium.com

Peter Öst
Lagman Eskils väg 4
443 34 Lerum
0706-376803
C
PMS IDENTCODE AB
Ögärdesvägen 4
S-433 30 Partille, Gothenburg
SWEDEN
Tfn + 46 31 7518721
Cell + 46 708 449405
Fax + 46 31 7518701
e-mail: bernt.bohlenius@pmsidentcode.se
http://www.pmsidentcode.se
P
PocketMobile
Anders Gilbertsson
Sveavägen 168, 113 46 Stockholm
Tel +46 8 736 77 05
Anders.gilbertsson@pocketmobile.se
U
POSTEN Logistik AB
Produktion
A11V2-9
105 00 Stockholm
Tel 08 781 15 03
annika.nasstrom@posten.se

P C
SIEMENS AB,
Jos Klein Woud
Box 18575
212 39 Malmö
Gatuadress: Höjdrodergatan 25, Malmö
Tel 040-59 25 13
Cell: 070-728 1280
jos.kleinwoud@siemens.com
I samarbete med:
F
SIS Swedish Standards
Institute
Stina Wallström
118 80 Stockholm
+46 8 555 520 00
stina.wallstrom@sis.se
C
SOGETI
Hoss Eizaad
Gustavslundsvägen 131
Box 825 161 24 BROMMA
Tel 08 536 820 07
070 922 99 77
hoss.eizad@sogeti.se

C
RESLINK SOLUTIONS Ltd
attn Lars Ölvestål
Kumitehtaankatu 5
Fin-04260 KERAVA
+46 733 18 33 87
Mail: lars.olvestal@reslink.fi
I samarbete med:
F
RFID Innovasjonssenter AS
Petter Thune-Larsen
Postboks 124 Blindern, 0314 Oslo
www.rfidlab.no
Petter@rfidlab.no
I samarbete med:
F
RFID Society
www.rfidsociety.com
I samarbete med:
F
RFID Business Association
www.rfidba.org

F
SVENSK HANDEL
Bo Svensson
103 29 Stockholm
Tel 08 762 78 28
bo.svensson@svenskhandel.se
U
Swedbank
Angelika Melchior
105 34 Stockholm
Tel 08 585 900 00
Angelika.melchior@swedbank.se
C
TAGMASTER
Emma Sundvall
Kronborgsgränd 1
164 87 Kista
Tel 8 632 19 50
Emma.sundvall@tagmaster.se
P
Telenor
Katrin Calderon
116 45 STOCKHOLM
Tel +46 709 33 55 12
Katrin.calderon@telenor.com
Thor.steffensen@telenor.com
P
TeliaSonera
Marie Sandå
Mobil 0706 63 64 35
Tel 040 901 00
marie.sanda@teliasonera.com

C
Starbright Consulting
Hans Börjesson
Gjuterigatan 9
553 18 Jönköping
Tel +46 704 21 04 04
hans.borjesson@starbright.se
F
STF INGENJÖRSUTBILDNING
Martin Rawet
Box 1080, 101 39 Stockholm
+46 8 586 386 46
martin.rawet@stf.se
M
Stockholmsmässan
Daniel Andersson
125 80 Stockholm
Tel 08 749 41 00
Daniel.andersson@stofair.se

P
Strålin & Persson AB
Stig Forslund
Skagersvägen 34, 120 38 ÅRSTA
08 91 27 50 Mobil 0707821760
stig.forslund@stralin-persson.se
Tauno Ollinen
Rottnebyvägen 6, 791 44 FALUN
+46 23 350 60
tauno.ollinen@telia.com

associated:
TELMINA
Stefan Tjerngren
Vendelsö Skolväg 240
136 71 Haninge
Tel +46 8 81 35 13
Mobil 0736 26 02 17
stefan.tjerngren@bredband.net
C
TEXI AS
Arild Engesbak
Abelsgatan 5
N-7030 Trondheim
Tel +47 99 53 54 64

C
TRACTECHNOLOGY
Hans Lewin
Gustavslundsvägen 147
167 51 Bromma
Tel: 08-556 934 01
Fax: 08-556 934 19
Mobil 0705 959492
hans.lewin@tractechnology.se
P C
UPM Raflatac
Tiina Kainulainen
P.O. Box 669
Myllypuronkatu 31
FI-33101 Tampere
Tel +358 40 5434654
Mobil +358 40 842 2470
Tiina.kainulainen@upmraflatac.com
C
Vilant Systems OY
Antti Virkkunen
Sinikalliontie 4
02630 Espoo, Finland
Tel +358 9 8561 9900
Mobil +358 50 529 4574
Antti.virkkunen@vilant.com
P
VISMA Retail
Box 274
S-761 23 Norrtälje
Besökadress: Roslagsgatan 6-8
Tel 0176 - 745 00
Direkt: 0176 - 745 22
www.vismaretail.se
P
WISTEQ OY
Anja Järvinen
Salvesenintie 6
40420 Jyskä, Finland
Mobil +358 40 504 7963
Anja.jarvinen@wisteq.com
C
ÅF-Engineering
Greger Du Rietz
Kvarnbergsgatan 2 |
Box 1551, 401 51 GÖTEBORG
Tel 010 505 30 84
Mobil: 0730 70 10 84
Fax: 010-505 30 10
greger.durietz@afconsult.com

P
The Imego Institute
Cristina Rusu
Arvid Hedvalls Backe 4, Box 53071
SE-400 14, Göteborg, Sweden
Tel. dir: +46 (0)31 7501 868
Fax. +46 (0)31 7501 801
cristina.rusu@imego.com
www.imego.com

Follow the exciting developments at: WWW.RFIDNORDIC.SE

If you want to join our non-profit organization call +46 8 662 31 95 or give us a mail at ove.canemyr@trendsetter.se You can also put your entrance fee
at our account : bg 6181749-0 Please give our Treashurer a mail in advance stefan.tjerngren@bredband.net Yearly fee 7 000 SEK.

MOST WELCOME
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